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Early warning systems can be acted out kinesthetically.

What can you DO once you know about seismic waves?
You can save lives with Earthquake Early Warning!

Do you teach about earthquakes?

How early warning works

WITH EARLY WARNING

WITHOUT EARLY WARNING

What can you do with a few seconds of warning?

P-wave
S-wave

Earthquake science has changed dramatically with the development of real-time digital data.
Has your teaching about the subject changed, too?

Earthquake occurs:
Energy gets released as P- and S-waves
Both students leave earthquake source at same time.

Early warning
sensor
The simulation works as before,
but now students use cell phones
to simulate early warning sensors.

Time 1

earthquake
coming soon!

P-waves take two steps each second.
S-waves take only one step each second.

The city finds out about the earthquake
as soon as the P-waves hit the sensor.
It relays its signal at the speed of light.

Time 2

This poster provides a survey of how existing introductory geology classes tend to introduce earthquakes,
identifies a possible problem with the typical approach, and outlines an effective solution.

Even though the earthquake already occured,
the city doesn't know about it yet.
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What a beautiful day!

It's really big!
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With each time step, P-waves get further
ahead of S-waves.
Time 4

When it comes to earthquakes, we always walk a fine line between scaring students and engaging them with real examples of how
Earth impacts humanity. The approach in this poster to use earthquake early warning strives to show students that knowledge about
earthquakes can actually lead to direct societal benefits.

I should take cover.

Time 3

p-wave

seismometer

seismometer

p-wave

Oh. I felt a gentle shaking.
I should take cover.

P-wave whispers upon arrival.
Time 5

Skyscrapers start counting.
This is the "warning time" until stronger
amplitude S-waves arrive.
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Time 6

Confirmation of earthquake size
comes when S-waves hit sensor.
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What concepts are most important for teaching about earthquakes?
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This youtube video shows the system in
action. This child is safe as S-waves hit.

Authentic assessment of student understanding promotes excitement.

Earthquake coming!
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Earthquake A

This device plugs into a phone line and
receives warnings over the network.

OK, so I can figure out
where an earthquake
started. So what?
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A cartoon demonstrates the procedure.
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Early warning systems are in use today in Japan.

Regional-focused
State College in the Midwest

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXuoMwesmfo
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Research University
on the West Coast

Prediction & EQ Myths

Thank goodness I got
out in time!

Students repeat the process for 3 different earthquakes, noticing how the time
between P- and S- wave arrivals is greatest for earthquakes furthest away.

http://web116.jp/shop/netki/emergency/dw100/dw100_00.html

Advanced EQ Studies
(Paleoseismology, Geodesy)

27%

S-WAVE!

If only I had enough time
to evacuate safely...

Time 9

Typical examples from individual universities

https://506506.ntt.com/internet/jishin/

Average of all classes

Effects

The mighty S-wave shouts upon its arrival.

*Average of 10 classes with lectures posted on internet
Restricted to introductory geology classes spending 1-2 lectures on earthquakes

(% of slides in “Earthquakes” lecture)

(Damage photos / Case
studies / Local Interest /
Types of Damage )

S-WAVE!
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/en/Activities/image/eew2.png

Early warning systems are only possible because of 1) our understanding of
seismic waves; and 2) Today’s digital communication technology.

Topics covered in introductory classes*

Students see that they got much
more time to act.

Time 8

Example ConcepTest/
Clicker question

Culminating activity at the end of lecture

EQ Warning Simulator
CHALLENGE:
This map shows the location of seismic recording stations and faults in the San Francisco Bay Area. Your job is to design an earthquake early warning
system to protect the school.
RULES
Your budget: $30,000.

Magnitude

$20,000 Install a new seismic sensor (with digital communications)
at the location of your choice

Intensity

...But not every class does a good job making the connection between wave
types and actual applications to earthquake science and society.

On average, professors devote 14% of the entire earthquake lecture introducing
seismic waves and the nuances of the differences of P- and S-waves.

$10,000 Upgrade any existing seismic sensor (yellow circles on map) to include digital communications

Simulated
Earthquake

Once you have completed your network, hit “Submit Entry.”
We will simulate several earthquakes as a class.
The team whose network provides the longest warning time will win a prize!

Warning
for
Tokyo

Even with animations, slinkies, or kinesthetic activities (e.g., human conga
line), is this really the best way to introduce earthquake science?

Teams submit their sensor location
choices to professor’s computer to
participate in a competition.

• • • ••

Upgrade sensor

S-waves arrive onshore.
Estimate of peak shaking
intensity improves.
P-waves hit Tokyo.

S-waves hit Tokyo.

Earthquake shaking largely
dies out.

We are building a web-based version of a
classroom game where students design
an earthquake early-warning network to
protect a local school. They then test the
performance of their network against
other teams in the class as a bit of
friendly competition.

Remove sensor
Your network
Upgraded sensor

• • ••

Early warning introduces key concepts in earthquake science
while showing students how knowledge can translate into societal benefits.

New sensor

SCHOOL

Submit Entry
Simulate Earthquake
••

•

The actiivity takes about 15 minutes of
classtime, but is well worth it based on
the level of engagement.

http://web.ics.purdue.edu/%7Ebraile/edumod/waves/WaveDemo.htm

Focusing on applications of seismic waves to real-world problems will give these definitions context.
This poster maps out one pathway for guiding students through many key earthquake concepts.

• • • ••

Add new sensor

Seismic waves are very abstract ideas.
First onshore seismometers
detect strong shaking.
Warning issued for Tokyo
residents.

• • • ••

• • ••

The school gets

••

10.7 s

warning time from you
network in this earthquake.

• • ••

Click this button to watch waves
spread out from a simulated
earthquake (chosen randomly based on
regional earthquake probabilities)

This suite of activities yielded surprisingly high scores on a traditional exam.
Average score on earthquake section: 84%
Average score on overall exam:

My lesson sequence takes two 75 minute class periods. It sacrifices some breadth of topics for depth.

45 students. 20 question Midterm exam covering earthquakes and volcanoes.
Equal lecture time on earthquakes and volcanoes.

65%

Concepts that are almost universally skipped

b) P waves because they have stronger amplitudes
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Students "discover" P-and S-waves by observing two distinct pulses of shaking in earthquake video clips.
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People in office recognize Strong shaking begins.
shaking as an earthquake.
Race to leave room.

Peak shaking occurs.

Earthquake is over.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7boO_wTzS4

Man eating lunch feels
mild shaking;
He looks up.
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Before we bother to put names to abstract ideas, students can recognize that earthquakes have consistent features, including
two pulses of shaking.

2. P-waves are felt before S-waves because:

a) Magnitude 5, with a focus 5 km directly below you

a) P-waves leave the earthquake source before Swaves

b) Magnitude 5, with focus 500 km directly below you

c) S waves because they are faster

c) Magnitude 4, with a focus 5 km directly below you

d) S waves because they have stronger amplitudes

d) Magnitude 4, with a focus 500 km directly below you

Example below: 2002 Nisqually Earthquake, Microsoft Headquarters (near Seattle, WA)
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Earthquake shaking videos tangibly show the key differences between wave types.
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b) The horizontal movement of S-waves cannot be
felt
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c) The vertical movement of P-waves cannot be
felt
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d) P-waves travel faster than S-waves through rock
0%

a) P waves because they are faster

100%

Typical “take-home” messages in most classes

4. Which will have stronger shaking:

100%

1. The most damaging seismic waves are

Yes!
work?
Does it

Take Home Messages
Typical introductory geology classes spend ~15% of their time on earthquakes discussing abstract
definitions of seismic waves without proper connection to why this knowledge is important

(Science saves lives)
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Earthquake early warning is cutting edge technology where knowledge of seismic waves helps save
money and lives.
Introducing earthquakes through the lens of earthquake early warning, including kinethetic activities
and authentic assessment produces effective content mastery.

Download this poster at: http://www.csun.edu/~mdalessio/files/agu2010.pdf

KINESTHETIC SEISMIC WAVES AND EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING
Take "active" learning to a new level. Like an animation or video, kinesthetic activities are DYNAMIC -- but when students act out processes, the
motion comes from them and not from a screen. Each student must remember the process in order to act it out correctly. Active exercises can be
followed with textbook figures and animations to reinforce how concepts apply to the geologic world.
While these work in front of a classroom, taking the class outside to do the activity worked a lot better. We could do it in a prison, so you should be
able to do it in your classroom.

WITHOUT EARLY WARNING

WITH EARLY WARNING

P-wave
S-wave
Earthquake occurs:
Energy gets released as P- and S-waves
Both students leave earthquake source at same time.

Early warning
sensor
The simulation works as before,
but now students use cell phones
to simulate early warning sensors.

Time 1

earthquake
coming soon!
P-waves take two steps each second.
S-waves take only one step each second.

The city finds out about the earthquake
as soon as the P-waves hit the sensor.
It relays its signal at the speed of light.

Time 2

Even though the earthquake already occured,
the city doesn't know about it yet.

What a beautiful day!

1

I should take cover.

Time 3

It's really big!

2

With each time step, P-waves get further
ahead of S-waves.

Confirmation of earthquake size
comes when S-waves hit sensor.

Time 4
p-wave

Oh. I felt a gentle shaking.
I should take cover.

P-wave whispers upon arrival.

p-wave
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Time 5

Skyscrapers start counting.
This is the "warning time" until stronger
amplitude S-waves arrive.
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Time 6

Time 7

Students see that they got much
more time to act.

Time 8

S-WAVE!

S-WAVE!
If only I had enough time
to evacuate safely...

The mighty S-wave shouts upon its arrival.
Time 9

Contact: matthew.dalessio@csun.edu for more information.

Thank goodness I got
out in time!

KINESTHETIC PLATE TECTONICS
Continent

Mid-Ocean Ridge

Even older students enjoy active learning. At first, they
protest about the activities being too juvenile. Later, they
realize that extremely complex concepts can be illustrated
with students getting up out of their chairs.

Continent

New Crust!
Plate Motion

New Crust!
New Crust!

Like an animation or video, active learning is DYNAMIC -but when students act out processes, the motion comes
from them and not from a screen. Each student must
remember the process in order to act it out correctly. Active
exercises can be followed with textbook figures and
animations to reinforce how concepts apply to the geologic
world.
While these work in front of a classroom, taking the class
outside to do the activity worked a lot better. We could do it
in a prison, so you should be able to do it in your
classroom.

Uh Oh. Time to Subduct.

Back to the Mantle!

Mantle

Contact: matthew.dalessio@csun.edu for more information.

Concepts covered in the kinesthetic Seafloor
Spreading Exercise:
! • New crust forms at Mid-Ocean Ridges.
! • What causes the crust to move apart?
! ! (Driving forces of plate tectonics)
! • Eventually, someone must subduct to make
! ! room for the new crust.
! • Are all subduction boundaries equal distance from
! ! the Mid-Ocean ridge?
! • Do the plates move continuously, or in discrete
! ! events (subduction zone earthquakes)?
! • What are the properties of the new crust? How
! ! does this relate to it's origin in the mantle?
! • How does the crust change as it moves away from
! ! the Mid-Ocean Ridge?
Optional Extensions:
! • Assign each new crust a certain polarity, and
! ! announce periodic polarity shifts. Or simply
! ! keep track of the "age" of the seafloor.
! • Demonstrate accretion by having some crust
! ! remain on the continent.

